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Introduction



Intent
• I am a hands-on engineer who has worked in IT Infrastructure & Operations for 

~30 years

• I have mostly worked for non-profit, biomedical research outfits

• By offering this hour-long talk at this conference, I hope to help peers better 
understand why their jobs can be painful

• Personally, I find that understanding brings me comfort

• But regrettably, I don’t have any solutions to offer, in terms of mitigating pain

• Feel free to walk out now and go look for some more productive talk to attend ☺
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Intent
• I wrote this early on a Sunday morning, after yet another failed effort 

to replace aging software / hardware with new stuff, feeling 
frustrated, overwhelmed, and hopeless ... And wondering to myself 
why is this hard?

• My rant turned into a sketch of the larger frame within which we as 
operational IT professionals function – the social, organizational, and 
cultural pond / swamp / sea in which we are floating

• I find understanding the larger context helps reduce those feelings of 
despair.  It helps me understand why shrinking my scope will improve 
my chances of succeeding next time

• And it offers me a few clues on how to help others around me -- peers 
& management – better understand the issues
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The Challenge
• Why is operational IT support hard?

• Why do we work lots of hours, many of them at night, on holidays, on 
weekends?

• Why do spend so much of our time wrestling with technical debt -- piling 
sticky tape on top of Elmer’s glue?

• Why does management look blankly at us when we talk about these topics?

In this lecture, I offer my insights into why this is the case in the non-profit 
biomedical research space which dominates my personal experience

I don’t claim to have originated these views; I have had plenty of help over 
the years, developing them

I claim that my insights are representative of the issues, though hardly 
comprehensive
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Caveats
I argue here for IT exceptionalism ... i.e. we IT geeks have it worse than other 
people, that IT itself is weird and unusual and deserves different treatment than 
other fields ...

Anytime someone argues that they are special (individually, their department, their 
tribe, their religion, their country ...) ... I propose that your skepticism should rise ... 
because *everyone* thinks they are special / different / more harassed / right / 
work harder / better ... and, well, it cannot be true that we are *all* working the 
hardest job

I don’t claim that the models I offer here precisely reflect reality ... merely that I 
have spent plenty of time thinking about them

All models are wrong; some are useful

You will decide just how useful these models are, for understanding your profession 
and career
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Story-Time
Long, long ago, in a galaxy far away, you mailed a card to a company 
requesting their paper catalogue.

• They sent you the paper catalogue.

• You perused it, decided that you wanted widgets x, y, and z, filled out 
a paper form, included a check or PO, mailed it back to the company. 

• After some weeks, they mailed you item x, along with a note telling 
you that items y and z were back-ordered and would be arriving in ~2-
4 weeks and ~4-8 weeks respectively.

• After ~3 months, you had your paws on x, y, and z, and you 
proceeded with your project.
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Story-Time
At some point, companies started offering an 800 number you could 
call, to cut out the postal service and thus expedite the process.

• And then ... Widgets Inc. figured out how to give the call center clerks 
real-time access to the inventory database.

• You call, and the sales person could tell you over the phone “I can 
ship item x to you tomorrow, but item y will take 2-4 weeks and item z 
4-8 weeks – do you still want them?”

• At that point, you might decline and try calling another supplier.

• This was a Transformative use of IT:  suddenly, Widgets Inc. had a 
serious competitive edge.

• Everyone wanted to use Widgets Inc, even if they cost more ... 
because Widgets gave you what you really wanted:  time
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Story-Time
Every other mail-order company now scrambled – if they didn’t implement 
this approach, they went out of business.

This use of IT was Transformative

If you can use some IT technique to print $20 bills for the price of $19, then 
leadership should pour every dollar they have into that chunk of the 
business.

On the other hand, at some point, real-time access to inventory for sales 
clerks become the norm ... then, this use of IT becomes a Cost-Center:  
leadership tries to spend as little as possible on this IT function (while still 
keeping it mostly working), so that they can spend those $$ elsewhere, on 
some Transformative function.
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Product Support
If your company ships a software product, does leadership see customer 
support as  Cost-Center or as Transformative?

If leadership sees customer support as Transformative, as a competitive edge 
which increases sales, then leadership will tend to invest resources in it.  I 
suspect that Apple leadership sees their staff in retail stores and in the tech 
support call centers as playing key roles in persuading people to buy Apple 
products

On the other hand, if you work in desktop support for an operational IT 
shop, I predict that your leadership sees your role as a Cost Center – they 
want PCs fixed eventually, but are less concerned about how fast that 
happens (unless it happens to be their PC ... IT geeks tend to give VIPs 
preferential treatment, which gives them the impression that IT support is 
responsive business-wide ...)
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Stability vs Agility
In Admin, we value Stability – for example, leadership (actually, we all want 
this!) want the financial systems to print paychecks every month on exactly 
the same day, for exactly the same amount as last time, to exactly the same 
people:  Stable, Predictable, Reliable.  Admin values uptime.

In Clinical, we value Regulatory Compliance – we really wants to toe the line, 
when it comes to confirming to FDA et al regulations and to passing audits.  
Clinical values repeatable process.

In Research, we value agility:  the ability to rapidly adjust infrastructure to 
meet the twists & turns of exploration.  Research values flexibility.

These tensions make IT support hard & imperfect.   And thus interesting.
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Do you work for a Cost-Center?
If leadership sees your job function as part of a Cost-Center, I predict 
that you will experience more pain than if leadership sees your job as 
landing within a Transformative chunk of the business.
• Fewer staff:  more hours per week for the existing staff

• More technical debt:  more sticky tape on top of Elmer’s glue

• Less support:  communication, vision, training, pizza ...

Pity leadership ... IT tools, like the call center technology in this example, have an 
annoying habit of swinging rapidly from Cost-Center to Transformative and back 
again, without much notice.  Your corner of IT may well be capable of providing 
Transformative value to the company ... and your leadership may be missing this 
fact, at this moment

Feel sorry for your leaders; they have a hard job

Cost-Center vs Transformative
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Producing Data Used to Be Expensive
Historically, the cost of producing Data was high; the cost of the resulting IT 
infrastructure was low

Surely there were exceptions to this ... Finance might be one of those ... but 
bear with me for a moment

Generically, we paid lots of people to type stuff into databases – and the cost 
of paying those people dwarfed the cost of the IT system hosting the 
database

Or, to take a biomedical example, the cost of a million bucks of genome 
sequence used to fit on a floppy disk ... These days, a sequencer can churn 
out terabytes of sequence data per day:  the cost of the mass storage system 
needed to swallow those terabytes today is quite a bit more than a floppy 
disk cost yesteryear
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Genome Sequencing

https://www.genome.gov/27565109/the-cost-of-sequencing-a-human-genome/

Data Collection

The cost of the equipment, people, 
time, reagents ... for sequencing the 
DNA in a genome used to be a lot ... 
But starting in ~2007, the cost started 
to plummet.  Furthermore, the cost 
not only plummeted, but it quit 
tracking Moore’s law.

Researchers – and clinicians – can now 
produce genome sequence cheaply ... 
And substantially outpace their IT 
infrastructure



Nice Problem to Have
I propose that this issue transcends biomedical research – with the 
application of IT techniques to the sensor space, the cost of producing 
data has plummeted in all sorts of areas.

Leonardo Da Vinci gathered solar spot data by painstakingly examining 
the Sun each day – consuming his entire day.  Today, telescopes scan 
the Sun without human intervention, taking photos every second.

Or, on the other end of the spectrum {insert example of low-cost, 
personal sensor ... Fitbit?]
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Impact on IT Infrastructure
• As the cost of Data Collection plummets, the scale of the IT infrastructure 

needed to support that Data Collection skyrockets.

• If this ratio exceeds Moore’s Law, then IT costs start to skyrocket.

• More precisely, the IT costs of Collecting, Processing, Storing, and Analyzing 
that Data skyrockets.

If your leadership doesn’t understand this, then I predict that your job 
becomes painful, as the tsunami of data overwhelms your storage / network 
/ compute / sys admin infrastructure.

Your researchers delightedly gather masses of data, imagining that they will 
be all to do all sorts of science previously inaccessible to them ... And then 
crash into the limitations of your IT infrastructure.  Anyone recognize this?  
☺
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Invisibility & Maturity
The high-energy physics kids ran into this issue decades ago.  They now realize that if you 
spend a billion bucks on a particle accelerator, that you’ll spend half-a-billion bucks on the 
IT infrastructure needed to collect, process, and store that data (before you even get to the 
fun part, in which you analyze that data for insights into nature)

But they have advantages.  Maturity is one – we started smashing atoms together back in 
the 1920s, whereas biomed research is a relative new-comer to leveraging IT as a tool

Another advantage is size:  a particle accelerator is physically big; our brains come 
equipped with algorithms which pay attention to big things.  By contrast, in biomed 
research, a lab-bench sized box can produce terabytes of data per day ... That box doesn’t 
inspire as much innate awe as a multi-kilometer particle accelerator does

The Large Hadron Collider consumes ~1+ terawatt; a genome sequencer consumes ~1 
kilowatt; a big coal / nuclear plant produces 1 gigawatt.  The people who run the LHC need 
to understand power generation; the people who run a genome sequencer do not.  [Check 
my numbers – I have gotten the specifics here wrong, though not the gist –sk]
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Culture Change
Do you work for a tech giant, in which case, I propose that plenty of 
your leadership has some grasp on the Data Collection challenges 
involved in whatever you are doing

Or do you work in biomedical research, where the culture (aka shared 
understanding) pervading funding agencies, grant proposal review 
boards, your scientists, and your institute’s leadership ... are only 
recently realizing that the cost of leveraging IT to do their work is 
spiraling upward?  After all, your leadership specializes in science, not 
in IT

Are they are still focused on what used to be the hardest & most 
expensive part, the engineering techniques of Data Collection?  If so, 
then I propose that you in IT support are experiencing additional pain.

Data Collection
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IT is a Tool, not a Department
If leadership asks us IT geeks what the minimum cost of supporting some 
project will be, the precisely accurate answer is zero.

Why?  Because IT is not a function in itself; rather, it is a tool wielded by 
other groups to do things better.

What is the IT cost of a Finance system?  Zero ... If the Finance department is 
willing to hire a lot of accountants, buy a lot of lined paper and pencils, and 
spend a lot of time, then they don’t need any IT tools nor any IT geeks.

Now, I bet that the Finance department (and leadership) don’t want to do 
that ... I bet they want to buy rent Oracle, along with the servers and storage 
and database admins and sys admins and application specialists and report-
writers and root-cause analysis trouble-shooters and so forth needed to 
leverage IT as a tool to make Finance better.

IT as a Tool



How much $$ do you need to spend on IT?
The accurate answer to the question “What is the minimum cost to 
deliver a Finance system” is:

That depends on the complex trade-offs between many factors, 
including the features Finance wants and the cost of the IT 
infrastructure needed to deliver those features.

Fall-out: During tight times, when leadership asks every department to cut their 
budget by 5%, how does an IT department make these choices, absent direction 
from leadership?  Do they cut a feature from the Finance system?  The HR system?  
The Facilities system?  The genome sequencing pipeline?  Probably not – rather, 
they wing it ... Do you really want your IT geeks deciding which business functions 
to quit supporting?  Or instead of cutting a function, because they all seem like 
critical functions to IT geeks, they increase the risk of failure by increasing technical 
debt (see later slides) or similar.

IT as a Tool



Departmental Strife
Similarly, if leadership sees IT as a department, then IT gets tangled in 
internecine strife between Finance, HR, Facilities, Environmental Health 
& Safety, Scientific Support ... when in fact it is merely an awkward 
amalgamation of a bit of each of these departments.

Functionally, IT has no independent existence, as a department; rather, 
it ends up being a convenient place to centralize the management of 
geeks, who, from a business perspective, work for all the other 
departments, but not for this artificial construction called the ‘IT 
department’.

If your leadership sees IT as a department, I predict that your pain level 
is rising.
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The Ratcheting Effect of Civilization
Long ago & far away, clear written communication was a department – the 
guild of scribes, employed by the powerful (palaces, temples).  Hardly 
anyone could read or write – you went to a scribe if you wanted durable 
communication, sent across distance, to reliably communicate your message.

These days, in the knowledge economy, the ability to communicate clearly 
via writing is fundamental – we have gradually built a massive public 
education system for training the average citizen to do this.  Effective 
knowledge workers write well.

Sure, we vary individually in this skill – but the basic skill set is a given.  For 
example, how many highly-effective knowledge workers do you know who 
cannot write clearly?  This stands out as a notable handicap, doesn’t it?
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The Knowledge Economy and IT
Understanding how to leverage IT is where written communication was somewhere early in the 20th

century.

• IT as a tool is now laced through every knowledge worker activity, just as written communication 
has been for decades.

• The average knowledge worker wields the IT tools provided to them by the IT department in ways 
that the IT department did not envision or even intend.

• Many if not most knowledge workers install their own IT tools; a growing percentage build their 
own IT tools

• These are features, not bugs

But, our knowledge worker economy is only gradually adjusting … consider popular attitudes:

• Ewwh, yuck – let those IT people handle that …

• I don’t understand computers … 

• Tell IT that they have to do xyz …

Conversely, consider the effective colleagues you know – I predict that they can both write clearly 
and wield IT effectively
https://www.nngroup.com/articles/computer-skill-levels/

IT is a Tool
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Roughly Estimating Resources
Historically, the average knowledge worker has not been able to estimate the 
resources required to deliver a particular IT function – it all seems like magic.  A ten 
minute job and a ten month job … a $200 job and $2,000,000 job … all seemed the 
same.

Q:  Why can’t you have this done by the end of the week?

A:  The first item you asked for, I’ll have that done by the end of today.  The 2nd item 
costs $2 mil plus an additional (2) head-count – who do we ask to budget for that?

This level of ignorance has lead to colossal errors.

Consider as a counter-example – if you ask the average home owner to estimate 
the asking price of various houses around your city, by showing them a photo and 
naming the neighborhood, I predict that they will provide answers which land 
within ~50% of the actual number.  Unsurprising: once you’ve done some house-
hunting and signed a mortgage … you’ve built up experience.
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Substantial Growth in Expertise

I claim that we are seeing a steady growth in IT-savviness amongst 
knowledge workers.  We are headed toward the day when the average 
person can estimate, within a factor of 2, the resources needed to 
deliver some function within that person’s expertise zone
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Universal Tool
IT is not a department ... in the same way in which pencils are not a 
department ... everyone uses IT (pencils) to make their job easier ... 
imagine a world in which you were unable to write yourself a note, 
because you had no pencils?

The difference is that IT costs, when compared to pencil costs, have 
risen so substantially that they now consume a major portion of a 
business’ costs.

Managing anything big is hard; until your leadership realizes how 
extensively each business function relies on IT tools, your job will be 
hard(er).
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Cybersecurity
A poster-child for the distributed nature of IT:  every single employee can 
inflict (by accident) substantial damage to the company.  Interestingly, the 
blast radius of that damage rises with status:  the mail clerk can inflict 
substantial damage; a member of the C-suite poses an existential threat

If you want to make a dent in your cyber risks, every employee must practice 
cyberhygiene.  And the higher you are in the org, the more effort you 
personally gotta employ

Fundamentally, cyber-risks arise from the problems of trust and the erosion 
of social cohesion which have arisen as humanity has expanded.  No toys will 
solve this – no firewalls or AV or IPS … the long-term solutions involve 
building interdependence into societies – this is a geopolitical problem
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Caveat
Now, I realize that the point I make here is weak in the following sense:

Savvy leadership may, in fact, want IT to be a department because they want 
to leverage cost benefits from scale:  a single place to concentrate the 
specialized skills involved in managing IT systems:  designing them to be cost-
effective (to effectively trade-off the priorities leadership sets), to installing & 
operating them ... to the specifics of negotiating software & hardware 
contracts, to complying with byzantine software licensing rules ... the 
specialized mgmt expertise involved in managing IT staff, with their peculiar 
working-hours combined with easy mobility between companies ... 
leadership probably does not want to replicate all this within each and every 
department ...

Nevertheless, I maintain that if your leadership sees your IT department as 
having a separate life of its own, beyond the economies of scale, then your 
pain level is increasing.
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Research
The business of research tends to require unusual / custom / unique activity, which 
in turn pushes scientists and their tools (IT, instruments, analytical techniques ... ) 
into bespoke spaces.

Example:

- When you want to figure out how a particular cancer treatment protocol stacks 
up against another one, you want to consider the entire health history *and* 
trajectory of your patients – ten years later, have patients on Protocol A 
experienced more car accidents than have patients on Protocol B?  If so, perhaps 
Protocol A’s approach to chemotherapy damaged the visual processing system 
more than did Protocol B.  That is key information for a researcher.

- But your average clinical system makes that hard – the average hospital is focused 
on admitting a patient, treating them, discharging them – and providing detail 
around their health history only for the last x months.  Why?  Because that’s what 
the front-line doctor needs, on a day-to-day basis.  Cancer research IT systems, by 
contrast, attempt to capture *everything* ... Why?  Because *everything* really 
is valuable to a researcher.
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Agility
Scientists tend to move fast, trying & discarding different approaches.  If what they 
are doing is standard, then ... it isn’t research any more.

On our part, this requires creativity, agility, and jury-rigging:  custom, custom, 
custom.

If your management does not have both scientific and IT infrastructure expertise, 
they will not see this and will be continually frustrated that you aren’t adopting 
industry standards, outsourcing your daily work to contractors, and generally 
building process and then just turning the crank.

Again, more pain for you.

[I suspect that this need for Agility applies to plenty of spaces, not just the research 
space.  But I don’t have the personal expertise to offer examples.  --sk]
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Standardization
All that being said, we can add a lot of value by recognizing where we 
can standardize – turn our solutions into cookie cutter approaches –
and doing so, free up our time to focus once again on the custom 
aspect of the IT tools which research needs.

At some point, the business will be better off if we convert that custom, 
jury-rigged solution into a well-engineered, robust, supportable 
solution.  Refactoring.

At the end of the day, our deep challenge:

Provide standard approaches to delivering custom services.

Custom vs Cookie Cutter
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Degrading Expertise
Generally, I claim that we all want what I call gradually degrading expertise.

From the Board on down, we all want people with content expertise:  we 
want the company’s Board members to have expertise in our company’s 
business.  We want C-suite leadership to have such expertise ... all the way 
down through the line managers, we want everyone to be able, in some 
modest sense, do the jobs of the people who report to them, however rusty 
or incomplete their skills might be *and* to understand how our company 
makes money.

e.g. When a Board appoints a CEO with a banking background to run an 
aircraft manufacturing company, they may make a big deal of the benefits of 
cross-pollination ... but I claim that, privately, they will agree that they are 
putting a good face on a suboptimal choice.
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Still Playing Catch-up
Today, we have the role of CIO and even CTO in the C-suite:  what’s not to like?

Well, sure, we have the role of CIO ... but how many other C-suite leaders have IT expertise?  Recall 
that IT is not a department, it is a tool ... which every department leverages in order to make their 
function better.

The problem ripples downward – I claim that what we really want these days is IT expertise diffused 
throughout leadership, because each department employs IT tools more and more heavily to 
deliver their function.

But of course, this is hard, particularly as one climbs the ladder:  it is hard to find leaders with 
expertise in all the fields they need, much less IT.

How much IT expertise is laced through your leadership?  I propose that the less of this in your 
organization, the more pain that you are feeling.

[As an aside, I predict that the knowledge economy will see improvement in this arena over the 
ensuing decades:  Outfits which lace IT expertise throughout their management structure will 
outperform outfits which siloize IT expertise.  --sk]
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Cost-Shifting
Leadership, heck, all of us, face the problem of cost-shifting – you buy the 
cheapo widget, only to discover that your maintenance costs have 
ballooned, and you wish you had shelled out for the fancier version up front.

A more IT-focused example:  Purchasing buys an IT system which automates 
a manual process, allowing them to shrink head count:  Purchasing reduces 
its annual labor costs by 250K.  On the other hand, IT has increased its 
annual costs by 100K:  software licensing plus staff (database admin & sys 
admin) time.  Overall, a win for the company. 
However, it is easy for non-IT savvy leadership to:
• Laud Purchasing for reducing costs and denigrate IT for increasing them
• Miss the increased risk, with yet another IT system vulnerable to cyber-

fraud
• It is even easier to cost-shift badly, i.e. for IT costs to increase more than 

what Purchasing saved in labor
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Cost-Shifting
Or, to take an example from the software manufacturing space:  Core 
Development short-cuts their quality assurance program, in order to 
meet a business-imposed deadline to ship the next version with a fancy 
feature.  The company sells a big order to the particular customer who 
wanted that feature, makes a lot of money.

• Support takes a hit, as customers plough into bugs

• The bug-fixing Engineering team takes a hit, struggling to fix the bugs 
which Support escalates to them

• Product reputation declines, on account of quality

Was it worth it?

These are hard decisions.  Pity your leadership – they have hard jobs
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Managers Owe their Loyalty Upward
For an optimally functioning company, managers owe their loyalty upward, toward helping the company as a 
whole rather than optimizing for their department

When the IT manager sees the larger frame, they will agree that adopting a 100K cost (and the hidden costs of 
adding yet another system to be monitored and repaired in the middle-of-the-night by their on-call staff) is 
worth their effort, in exchange for saving Purchasing that 250K in labor costs

And the Purchasing manager will understand, when it turns out that the newly-installed Purchasing system was 
incompletely designed and now requires hours per week of middle-of-the-night IT staff time to keep 
functioning, that they have a responsibility to help mitigate the problems

Ditto with the Core Engineering / Support / Bug-fixing managers

By contrast, managers who are optimizing for their department’s success will, consciously or not, try to cost-
shift

That being said, managers have unique insights into the functions for which they are responsible and may, at 
times, make a judgement call around prioritizing their department’s needs ahead of others, if they believe that 
by doing so, they are helping the larger business
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Red Flags
Managers who play on tribal thinking ... Engineering is better than 
Marketing; we’re smart, they aren’t; we do gooder stuff than they do ... have 
given up their loyalty upward and are playing departmental politics

Humans are the least xenophobic species on this planet ... non-kin 
cooperation amongst homo sapiens outshines anything found in any other 
organism 

However

We are still a tribal species; it is real easy to manipulate us into us vs them
thinking.  In my view, any manager who denigrates another department has 
given up the title of leader in exchange for the title of demagogue.  What 
does this mean to us staff?  For the benefit of your personal sanity and your 
career, Resist or Get Out

Degrading Expertise
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Mental Models Drive Decision-Making
I will claim that the average person, including the average leader, has some 
approximation of a mental model for all sorts of infrastructure

• If I don’t invest in roof repairs, my buildings will leak water when it rains.

• If I don’t maintain a proactive HR department, staff will sue me for 
mismanagement:  sexual harassment, firing-without-cause, etc.

• If I don’t maintain a skilled Environmental Health & Safety department, 
toxic fumes will escape from a lab and send staff to the ER with respiratory 
problems.

• If I don’t invest in Finance, I’ll end up being surprised when cash flow 
doesn’t meet expenses.

Leadership develops this intuition not only from experience on the job but 
also from the personal challenges in managing their own households.
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IT is Invisible
I propose that the average leader has zero effective mental models around IT

As an exercise, imagine asking your leader to describe the business risks incurred by 
technical debt.  I predict that they would not even be able to define technical debt, much 
less give you examples from their domain

Why?  Because the average leader has no significant IT expertise.  Even at home, they buy 
packaged systems (typically modeled as closely as possible after whatever they use at the 
office) and attempt not to muss with them, hoping that they ‘just work’

Why?  IT in a mechanical sense is invisible:  you can feel drops of water landing on your 
neck from a leaking roof, the wrenching gut-level disgust (or fear) from an unwanted sexual 
advance, the choking feeling of inhaling noxious fumes, the anxiety of watching your 
checking account balance dive toward zero ... but since when did you ‘feel’ anything about 
running a shell script that you don’t understand?  [Well, those of us in this audience feel 
plenty of anxiety!  But your average leader doesn’t even know they are running a shell 
script, behind the scenes when they click on an icon, much less feel anything about it

When our mental models track reality badly, we tend to make lousy decisions.  Pity your 
leadership:  when they drive the bus toward the brick wall, they simply don’t see that wall

Mental Models
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I drew this diagram in an effort to help a 
CIO understand why we could not 
address reliability in his top priority (the 
Finance & HR applications) without also 
addressing reliability in the deeper 
infrastructure.  He had added DNS to 
the list of legacy applications which he 
wanted to retire, in order to free up 
staff resources to focus on more 
important stuff (like business 
applications).  The absurdity of this 
proposal is of course obvious to IT staff. 
Why?  Because we carry around with us 
a mental model of what depends on 
what.

Unsurprisingly, the average person does 
not.



Physical vs Digital Metaphor
Mental Models

Physically, we look like this Digitally, we look like this

I occasionally employ this slide when I attempt to convey the concept of technical debt to non-technical leadership.
Your staff spend their time layering sticky tape on top of Elmer’s glue in an effort to keep this house functioning.



Root Cause Analysis
And when a sys admin deletes a storage volume, and thus loses a lot of data, 
non-technical leadership tends to see this as damage caused by human error.

It is.

But not sys admin error.  Rather, leadership error – to have let that house 
reach such an advanced state of decay that your staff, in walking around the 
house carrying their digital mops, brush against a wall, which then collapses.

Unsophisticated leadership would rather see the sys admin as the person 
who made the error, rather than themselves.  This misperception can make 
your job hard.

Mental Models



Agility
The decrepit state of the house means that upgrades become hard:  we 
cannot remodel the 2nd floor bathroom without first replacing the floor and 
walls leading from the front door, up the stairs, down the corridor.

Or, if you prefer, we cannot even replace a light bulb without getting into a 
major rewiring job.

This loss of agility reduces leadership’s ability to make bets on 
Transformative functions, not to mention IT’s ability to perform basic 
maintenance.

If leadership cannot see the decrepitude, there is a risk that leadership will 
confuse their lack of insight with the level of your expertise.  As always in 
human affairs, trust is the foundation on which we build everything.

Mental Models



Road Maintenance Metaphor
We’ve installed a road system.  It works great, but sometimes cars break down on 
it, sofas fall out of the back of trucks, and potholes develop.  All this interferes with 
traffic.

So, we have a team of people who respond to incident reports, climb into trucks, 
drive to the scene, and fix the problem:   haul the failed car away, take the sofa to 
the town dump, pour asphalt into the pothole.

Those trucks in turn rely on infrastructure:

• A garage to house them

• Mechanics to service them

• Spare parts, fuel, tools, storage for hot asphalt, a lift for hoisting the trucks into 
the air ...

Mental Models



Fixing IT problems ...

Requires an IT 
maintenance 
infrastructure

Mental Models



IT Maintenance
Configuration management
• Enabling the restoration of failed systems

Patch management
• Reading vendor bulletins, selecting patches, installing them, testing

Performance monitoring
• Responding when systems become overloaded, shuffling load, disabling processes temporarily to 

give priority routines time to complete ... restoring the system to normal behavior

Health monitoring (up/down/degraded)
• Proactively fixing hardware / software before it actually inflicts service disruption

Infrastructure of Infrastructure Maintenance
• The thousands (tens of thousands, hundreds of thousands ... ) of lines of code your team has 

written to automate much of their work
• Scaling / building / managing / upgrading the software & hardware which performs the above 

functions

Mental Models



Technical Debt
To non-technical / low-technical mgmt, none of this stuff exists

So, mgmt tends to under-invest in it.  And as a result, the trucks break down ... and staff 
start using wheel-barrows instead of trucks to roll the asphalt to the pothole ... we give up 
on proactively resurfacing roads ... all this becomes excruciatingly inefficient in terms of 
staff time, and of course inflicts service disruptions

Staff tend to respond by working more and more hours, running those wheel barrows 
more and more frantically, stretching themselves farther and farther ...

This degrading scenario demoralizes staff – IT staff tend to be service-oriented ‘helpers’ –
we *like* helping people ... and we become discouraged when that helping becomes 
harder and harder to do

Mgmt doesn’t see the issue, and therefore cannot offer a vision for improving the 
situation, which reinforces our sense of hopelessness

Mental Models



Invisibility
Mgmt may have some vague feel for the road system -- they may have heard about The 
Network and The HPC cluster and The Storage System (typically, they will believe that you 
have only one of each of these!), and they certainly pay attention to Email.

And they may have some feel for the folks who visit to fix their PC.

But they tend not to know that the garage and associated mechanics even exist, much less 
what they do.

This makes your job hard.

Mgmt with limited mental models will tend to think about IT problems tactically rather 
than strategically ... “Just hire a consultant to fix that” ... “Just replace the hardware” ... 
“Don’t bother me with details, just make it work” ... not realizing that these ‘details’ cost 
their business substantial $$

Mental Models



Make IT Easy to Use



Computers Should Be Run by Ignorant Staff
The average leader understands the need for training and even certification 
in their staff who drive vehicles (delivery vans, buses, trains, air planes, 
drones, rocket ships).  If your van drivers cannot pass state-managed driver 
tests, do not maintain a record of excellent driver safety, and do not 
understand that their vehicle needs maintenance (air pressure in tires, 
replacing the oil, filling up the gas tank, replacing brake pads), you’ll have 
problems:  your van driver may kill a pedestrian crossing the street.

But does your leadership understand that killing a pedestrian, while costly to 
the company, is dwarfed by the damage that the average staff member can 
inflict using their computer, in terms of deleting data, corrupting data, falling 
for a phishing scam?

And that this damage increases as you climb the management chain – when 
your CFO’s account is compromised, your company’s entire financial health is 
suddenly at risk.

Make IT Easy to Use



IT Should Be Easy
And yet, culturally, IT managers (and line staff like us) are asked to make IT 
systems as easy to use as possible, so that people with zero understanding of 
how turning the wheel on an IT system also turns the wheel of the IT vehicle 
it is driving ... can still somehow operate this thing we call a ‘PC’.

As a thought experiment, imagine a company in which staff are held 
accountable for the risks they adopt and the damage they inflict from 
operating their computers.  If you fall for a phishing scam, that goes into your 
annual review.  If the cost to the company exceeds twice your annual salary, 
you are put on probation.  Fall for a second phishing scam, and you are 
barred from using a computer for a year.  [Can’t do your job without a 
computer?  The company lets you go because you are no longer able to 
perform your job function.]

Such an incentive structure would motivate staff, and companies, to acquire 
the understanding and training they need to operate computers.

Make IT Easy to Use



Email
As another thought experiment, consider email systems:  these things have to 
accept just about any stream of bits from anywhere and then display them to a 
human:  that is a recipe for getting hacked and is of course why email has 
historically been a prime vector for mischief.

I propose that this audience could easily adjust to one of the historically popular 
screen-oriented or command-line oriented email systems:  pine, mutt, mail, emacs 
(joke) ... And thus harden ourselves immensely against malware arriving via email.

Culturally, we insist on making it so ‘easy’ for staff to use email that they don’t have 
to understand how it works ... And so we end up with email systems which are easy 
to hack.

You are being paid to make it easy for everyone in your company to drive delivery 
vans with their eyes closed and no idea what the steering wheel or brakes do, for 
leadership who barely knows that delivery vans exist, much less how they work:  
are you surprised that your job is hard?

Make IT Easy to Use



Incomplete Information & Expertise
We all have to make decisions based on incomplete information and, typically, incomplete 
experience:  life is too short and reality too complicated to develop complete confidence 
that you are about to make the best choice before you make it.

In some ways, this is one of the deepest challenges of leadership, because they cannot 
have expertise themselves in all the areas they manage.  Effective leadership trusts 
excellent managers, who themselves in turn trust effective people below them ... all the 
way down to superb line staff who are doing the work.

Culturally, I propose that leadership in the knowledge-worker space understands that the 
company benefits substantially when we can all communicate effectively:  reading, writing, 
speaking – when we are young, we all go to schools which supposedly teach this stuff.

I propose that, culturally, leadership is only gradually coming to grips with the need for IT 
expertise laced throughout our staff.  So long as IT expertise, and understanding, is seen as 
residing exclusively within the IT department, I propose that you will find your job hard.

Make IT Easy to Use



Caveat
I realize that if IT makes computers easy to use, then the business accrues all 
sorts of benefits – staff spend more time working on something else, rather 
than on learning how the machine works.

I’m not claiming that this is an easy problem to solve.

Rather, I am claiming that the average leader does not understand the risks 
they adopt by pushing IT to make things ‘easy’.

When the financial controller falls for a phishing scam, does the root cause 
lie with the IT staff who let that phishing email reach the controller?  Or does 
it lie with the controller who did not understand how the engine inside their 
financial system works and thus did not realize how much damage they could 
do by ramming the clutch the wrong way (clicking on that phishing link)

Make IT Easy to Use



Risk Management



ERM to the Rescue
Traditionally, Enterprise Risk Management techniques help leadership 
uncover their blind spots.  Management, or the Board, ask for audits of 
this or that function, internal auditors assess the area and report on 
the risks.

For example, ERM could report on the risks incurred by technical debt, 
helping to educate management that it even exists.

However, ERM staff face the same problems leaders do:  a paucity of 
mental models, making it hard for them to even see that the issues 
exist.

Risk Management



Security
Interestingly, ERM these days has digital security in their sights – lots of attention 
here.  I propose that the accessibility of a mental model makes this possible:  most 
folks can imagine their house being burglarized.

But security events, while cognitively salient, are only a tiny contributor to total IT 
downtime (yes, shameless plug for my own work here).

http://www.skendric.com/problem/#Incident-Analysis

As I demonstrate in the paper above, Software Bugs are the dominant contributor 
to downtime. 

I propose that software patching / upgrading / re-factoring is the most effective 
remedy ... And here we are again staring at technical debt:  IT staff don’t have the 
time to write or install patches against known bugs, our systems are so laden with 
technical debt that they have become fragile, management doesn’t dare adopt the 
pain of patching because of the chaos which rebooted and then failed systems will 
inflict on the business

Risk Management

http://www.skendric.com/problem/#Incident-Analysis


Patching
I have yet to see ERM develop effective ways to measure even the state of IT 
security patching, much less the larger field of patching against known software 
bugs.

How many of you have been involved in audits of patching?  What I see:

- The auditors ask “Are you patching?”

- The accurate answer is “In a few places, yes; in most places, no”

- But mgmt doesn’t understand that answer and certainly don’t want you to say it 
... 

- So you end up saying, if weakly, “Yes, sure, of course we do ...”  And managers say 
“Look at our policy around patching ...”

- And the auditors go away believing that they have this covered ... 

- When in fact, maybe we patch many (though hardly all) of our Windows 
operating systems once/month ... but not the applications they run ... and 
everywhere else, we are entirely derelict.

- Anyone recognize this scenario?  

Risk Management



What to Do?
I don’t have a solution to offer. ERM faces the same challenges that 
leadership face, as they attempt to integrate the use of IT as a tool 
throughout the business:  a paucity of effective mental models.

What does a low-tech / non-technical auditor do, to assess the risks 
incurred by technical debt?  I don’t know.

Another of my efforts to describe this problem:

http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime/A-Few-Thoughts-on-
Uptime.pdf

Risk Management

http://www.skendric.com/philosophy/uptime/A-Few-Thoughts-on-Uptime.pdf


Synergy



Combined Pressures
Let’s pull this all together.

If you work in a role seen as a Cost-Center rather than Transformative 
... supporting Data Rates which are zooming ... for leadership who see 
IT as a department rather than as a tool ... for a management chain 
with limited if any IT expertise, who believe that IT should be invisible 
to end-users ...

You will have a hard job.

Maybe you wish that you chose law or plumbing or car repair for a 
career

Synergy



Quit Whining / Start Talking
The complexity of human society – increasing rapidly – means that we 
all work with people who do not understand what we do ... and vice 
versa.  This mismatch will only increase during your career & lifetime.

So, we gotta talk with each other.

Strive for a shared, conscious understanding of the issues facing us and 
what we are doing (if anything) to address those issues.

http://www.skendric.com/seminar/communicate/Communicating-
Upward.pdf

Then again

http://www.skendric.com/seminar/communicate/Communicating-Upward.pdf


On the Bright Side
On the other hand, we enjoy what we do.

If you aren’t having fun, change something:  life is short

When we do well, our colleagues appreciate us.

Shower your colleagues with awe when they do hard things:  everyone needs pats on 
the back

And we work in a space experiencing escalating demand.

Upgrade your skills on your off-hour time

Keep your professional network bright:  attend CasitConf!

If mgmt fires us because they believe we are incompetent at our work (rather than 
ineffective at educating low-tech mgmt, which might be an accurate complaint), we can 
find work elsewhere pretty easily.

All in all, not a bad profession.

Then again



Questions, Comments, Complaints?

stuartk {at} alleninstitute {dot} org
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